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October 15, 2014
Joel H. Schwartz, P.C.
Dear Mr. Steven Schwartz
It was my great pleasure to meet with you on October 9 in Boston. I really appreciate for your presentation
and discussions for us. As Mr. Ohashi who was a member of our delegations mentioned that “We are exactly
face to face with Mr. Ralph Nader in present”, all of our member were sympathized and impressed by your
presentation. What we were impressed is not only the fact that you are the leading law firm in the field of
personal Injury, but also your policy and principle to support your clients. We understood that your firm
gives first priority of “Client support” rather than profit and gains while you are taking in advanced
marketing process.
We, lawyers as members of Funai Consulting study group including 18 people at the meeting, have pursued
our goal with aim of becoming lawyers capable of supporting not only legal procedure but also medical
advices and mental supporting. On the other hand, it is really pity that there are lawyers who give first
priority to advertisement and take less responsible for own conscience and effort to improve own skill as
lawyers. We had been fed up with such commercialism. Therefore, we visited the U.S to look for an ideal
lawyer who has high skill as well as warm hart. And finally, we fortunately met with you. We deeply
understood that you have been supporting your client by your first priority and strongly impressed by your
policy and principle. If I say more, we felt that it was supreme encounter across the Pacific Ocean. We were
deeply sympathized by your word one by one.
I have to apologize for being rude that we had to invite you a restaurant and could not take enough gratitude
because we could not have enough time. I would really appreciate if you could meet with me again in Boston
or Japan to discuss for more detail for example, haw Japanese lawyers act for the cases of car accident and
personal injury, relationship among doctor, lawyers and insurance company and personal care problem of
clients in Japan. We would really happy to invite you to Japan next year if you could accept our invitations.
I highly hope to keep in touch with you and I am really looking forward to seeing you again
With best regards,
Kyohei Deguchi
Funai Consulting, Inc.

